WHO WE ARE


SA Performing Arts Centre is the
North East’s only full-time
vocational college



We provide stimulating and
dynamic training which enables
SA graduates to pursue a
professional career in the highly
demanding and constantly
evolving Performing Arts
industry



We look for those who are
seriously dedicated, ambitious
and most importantly – talented



Click here to AUDITION NOW!

OUR MISSION
At SA Performing Arts Centre we are committed to providing and
promoting inclusive and non-discriminate training; all individuals are
encouraged to develop their skills and achieve their full potential in a
safe and nurturing environment.

We will provide vocational training at a professional level to enable
our students to seek employment as professional performers in the
three main disciplines of dance, acting and song.

OVER 90% OF OUR GRADUATES ARE WORKING IN THE INDUSTRY!

OUR AIMS
➢

Create an expressive, stimulating environment where talented performers can
engage with like-minded people

➢

Highlight existing/natural skills and talents while strengthening and
developing new ones, making them industry relevant

➢

Embed strong technical understanding, preparing for a long and safe career

➢

Build self-confidence to acknowledge strengths and weaknesses. Allowing
students to identify things they can change and to accept the things they
can’t

➢

Provide a safe environment to experiment and experience all areas of the arts

➢

Give practical, professional experience and advice in a wide variety of
mediums from industry professionals who have a wealth of knowledge to
share

➢

Create individuals who are relaxed, comfortable and confident with
themselves as professional performers

➢

Equip graduates with the knowledge that will aid them in making important
and often difficult career choices

➢

Advise students of industry etiquette and standards

➢

Help to prepare individuals mentally for the highs and lows of a passionate
and turbulent industry

➢

Assist graduates onto the career ladder by expanding their networking
opportunities with industry professionals

WHAT WE DO
SA Performing Arts Diploma
Our Diploma courses start at Level 4 and are structured over three years:

YEAR 1 & 2:

YEAR 3:

SA Professional Training

SA Professionals

Specifically designed over an intensive
four-day week, covering the three core
subjects of Dance, Acting and Song as
well as contextual and professional
studies.
Our expert creative team recognises and
nurtures each individuals’ needs, talents
and strengths, to create multi-skilled,
professional performers.
All first and second-year students take
part
in
at
least
three
public
performances per year.

Based on the traditional ‘Rep Theatre’ style, in
Year 3 SA professionals work with a host of
industry guests and utilise their skills by
completing a minimum of five public
performances throughout the year. Each
performance focuses on a variety of different
styles, venues and genres.
This practical style of training prepares students
for the rigorous demands of a successful career
and equips them with the relevant skills,
experience and knowledge required to seek
professional contracts upon graduation.
SA Professionals is also available as a top-up
year for performers who have previously trained
and are looking to gain further practical
experience in the industry.

QUALIFICATIONS
What qualifications will I receive?
Your progression and achievement is regularly monitored through
an internal and external assessment programme. Those who
successfully complete the three-year course graduate with the SA
Performing Arts Centre Diploma.

As part of their studies, students are also encouraged to take the
following qualifications:

TRINITY Grade 8 Performance Arts (solo)

Level 3*

TRINITY ATCL Performing (Performance Arts)

Level 4 *

TRINITY LTCL Performing (Performance Arts)

Level 6*

TRINITY ATCL Teaching (Speech and Drama)

Level 4 (NQF)

IDTA

Ballet, Modern Jazz and Tap
(up to and including Level 4 Diploma in Dance Teaching)

IDTA

Anatomy Diploma

*(Performance standards are comparable to other qualifications available in the UK at Level 4 - 6
on the Regulated Qualifications Framework). Students' suitability for each level of qualification
will be decided by the Principal, Director of Full-Time studies and subject staff.

We are thrilled to have a 100 % exam pass rate
since being established in 2001.

WE BELIEVE

The key to professional training is the experience gained from live performance; we believe it is here that knowledge is
truly embedded as performers hone their craft.
Throughout the course our students showcase their abilities in performances ranging from musical theatre to straight
drama, cabaret to theatre in education. Each year culminates in our bespoke graduation showcase produced in
association with SA Productions.

OUR PATRONS

MICHAEL HARRISON

LUCY SPEED

CHRIS HAYWARD

LUCY-JANE ADCOCK

Michael is Managing Director of Qdos
Entertainment and has created over
100 pantomimes for the company. His
West End musicals include The
Bodyguard at The Adelphi and
Dominion Theatre, Gypsy at the
Savoy, Mrs Henderson Presents at the
Noel Coward, Annie at the Piccadilly
and Young Frankenstein at the Garrick
Theatre.

Lucy had a number of modelling and
advertising campaigns as a child
actor before embarking on full-time
training in Theatre Arts. Her big
television break came when she was
17 and was offered the part
of Natalie Price in EastEnders.

Born and brought up in Newcastle
upon Tyne, Chris comes from a long
line of performers and has starred in
musical theatre for over 35 years. He is
widely regarded as one of the leading
lights in pantomime and is renowned
for his lavish outfits, wigs and multiple
costume changes, all of which are
designed by himself.

Lucy-Jane Adcock started her training
at Caren Lumsden
Theatre Arts
in South Shields before studying
musical theatre full-time in London.

In 2012 he was awarded a
companionship to the Liverpool
Institute of Performing Arts by Sir Paul
McCartney, and in 2017 the Freedom
of the City, Newcastle upon Tyne, in
recognition of his services to theatre in
the region.

Since leaving the soap in 2004, Lucy
has performed in various television
series including The Bill, Call the
Midwife, National Treasure and
Cradle to Grave and on stage in
productions such as Be My Baby and
The Vagina Monologues.

Chris has performed as Dame in all the
UK’s biggest Theatres and as far afield
as Dubai!
Chris performs annually in the
Christmas pantomime at Newcastle
Theatre Royal as Dame Rita.

Since graduating, Lucy-Jane has
starred in highly acclaimed West End
shows including Fame, Matilda, Into
the Woods, A Chorus Line, Starlight
Express and Guys and Dolls.
In recent years, Lucy has become a
tutor for Can You Dance? working
nationally
with
aspiring
young
performers.

INDUSTRY
PROFESSIONALS
▪

The way to become the best is to learn from the
best. That's why all of our students get the
opportunity to work with a number of industry
professionals every year.

▪

Working with industry directors, choreographers
and musical directors on a regular basis ensures
our graduates stay informed of current
trends. They also enter the industry fully aware of
what constitutes a professional standard of
performance and the rigors of the business.

▪

Artists we have recently worked with include Mark
Hedges, Aimee Kelly, Sam Lupton, Katy Weir, Kris
Manuel, Carrie Grant, Patrick Hurley, Ian Waller, Ali
Pritchard and Annie Guy.

FAQ’s

Why should I train at an independent vocational college?
A local council college or university can only offer an
academic study of performing arts, not a practical or
realistic one. Further Education colleges are not
equipped to prepare you for what is a mentally and
physically demanding career, whilst higher education
courses or university degrees are rarely a path into the
industry; university courses deliver an average of only 6
hours contact time in comparison to the minimum of 30
hours a week you’ll receive at SA Performing Arts Centre.
The reality is that no director ever asks a performer if they
have a degree.
Why do I need to train in all three disciplines?
The performer who studies only one medium of the arts
is limiting themselves both in the amount of auditions
they can attend and work they can subsequently do. It is
our aim to create professionals who have no limits in
terms of their aspirations and versatility.
Is it important for me to start training at 16?
Every student is unique and one size doesn’t fit all. If you
have the capacity to undertake A Levels, then do A
Levels first. If staying in a heavily academic environment
isn’t right for you, then consider beginning your
vocational training at 16.
Why should I choose to study in the North East?
Newcastle has continuously been voted as one of
the UK’s favourite places to study. Vibrant, friendly and,
most importantly, affordable – did you know we’re less
than 3 hours from London?

OVER 90% OF OUR GRADUATES ARE WORKING IN THE INDUSTRY!
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➢ Candidates will be required to demonstrate their ability by
performing one prepared piece from each of the three main
disciplines – Dance, Acting and Song; this will be followed by an
interview with the assessing panel. Candidates may also be
asked to partake in group class
➢ Candidates must be aged 16 or over on or before the first of
September of the year they wish to start training. As a
professional vocational college, it is important that the audition
process is completed fully to the criteria set
➢ SA Performing Arts Centre holds open days and events for
students wishing to view our facilities or discuss career options.
If you'd like to speak with one of our team, do not hesitate to
contact us for further details

➢ Click here to AUDITION NOW!

AUDITION PROCESS
Entry to the course is by audition only, with acceptance based upon the personal ability and potential of each applicant

FEES
Year 1 & 2: £6,075 per year

Commencing September 2021 – fixed rate guaranteed for first two years

Year 3: £5,065

In addition to professional performing arts
training, all students receive the following at no
extra cost:
▪ Private singing classes

Registration deposit: £100

▪ Expert screening programme with a dance
specialist physiotherapist; initial anatomy
screening followed by regular on-site access
and support service

This secures an offered place and is refundable against the final fee payment (providing three years are completed)

▪ Recognised first aid training

▪ All students are eligible to apply for an NUS student card.
▪ Affordable monthly payment plans available.
▪ We are always happy to offer additional advice and help on available funding.

▪ DBS certificate

For training September 2023 – May 2024

▪ Equity student membership
▪ Professional head shot
▪ Annual theatre trips
▪ Scripts and music for performances
▪ IDTA and, or Trinity teacher training
▪ Examination fees for Trinity Performance Art
diploma
▪ Use of the Centre’s library facilities

Course fees do not include:
•
•
•
•

IDTA (all grades) and Trinity teaching diploma examination fees.
Additional expenses associated with medical consultants, physiotherapy etc. outside of the screening clinic.
Additional trips/ activities.
Books/ scripts/ music required for self-study and not available in the Centre’s library.

▪ SA Hooded sweatshirt and T shirt
▪ Access to any company class (postgradation)

SA PRODUCTIONS
Based within the Centre, our sister company SA
Productions, was established to build relationships and
collaborations between talented artists, renowned
directors, choreographers and musicians to produce
thrilling, powerful, and engaging entertainment.
Each production offers a great opportunity to work
with some of the best in the business.
Whether just starting out or an experienced performer;
the knowledge, skills and contacts gained with each
new project are priceless.

LOCATION
SA Performing Arts Centre is based
just outside Newcastle city centre with
its railway station, theatres, cinemas,
shopping centres and lively night-life.
Immediate amenities include a library,
leisure centre, swimming pool, a wide
range of shops and supermarket;
making SA Performing Arts Centre
convenient for students and visitors
alike.
And if that isn’t enough, we’re only a
short metro ride from the coast where
you’ll find spectacular un-spoilt
beaches, quirky shops, great bars and
a thriving surf scene.

CONTACT
Potts Street
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE6 1ED
0191 224 5604
enquiries@saperformingarts.co.uk
www.saperformingarts.co.uk
Audition Now!

SAPerformingArtsCentre
@sageacademyPA
@saperformingartscentre

